
Charter for better planning in NSW
Planning laws need to create liveable, sustainable and welcoming communities for current
and future generations.

Responding and adapting to climate change

Climate emergency
Our planning laws don’t consider the greatest environmental, economic and social challenge of our
time - climate change. In NSW, planning decisions on everything from apartment blocks, suburb-sized
subdivisions and new coal mines are made without a climate impact assessment. If we don’t plan for
climate change we are planning to fail. The law has to be explicit about the planning system’s role in
reducing emissions and protecting NSW against climate change impacts. Reform is long overdue.

● The Planning Act must have the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions as an objective
● Climate impact assessments must be mandatory for all major development projects
● Consent authorities must have a duty to refuse projects with unacceptable climate impacts

and risks
● NSW building sustainability standards must be improved
● Climate change impacts must be a consideration when making strategic plans, policies and

planning instruments.
● An overarching Climate Change SEPP must be developed to improve integration of measures

for climate mitigation, transition and adaptation within the planning system

Urban tree canopy and offsetting the heat island effect
Trees reduce heat, provide vital habitat for wildlife and reduce air pollution. NSW must
commit to an increase in urban tree canopy, setting a target in excess of 40% cover in low
and medium density areas and over 30% in high density areas. The use of green walls and
rooftop gardens should be encouraged along with the use of non-reflective and heat
absorbing surfaces to ensure natural, passive cooling of buildings and neighbourhoods.

Ensuring development is ecologically sustainable and regenerative

- Biodiversity and habitat
Planning laws must be strengthened to protect and enhance biodiversity and native
vegetation. In urban areas the focus should be on reversing the impoverishment of
the environment and wildlife by creating rich natural environments and green
corridors linking parks and open spaces.

- Sustainable and regenerative buildings
New buildings need to become carbon positive as quickly as possible through
minimising carbon footprints and maximising renewable energy generation. Local
Development Control Plans must require new development to apply the highest
building sustainability index (BASIX) and green star ratings so that passive cooling
and heating, minimal water consumption and local renewable energy



generation become standard in all new residential and commercial development. Use
of low-carbon building materials must also be incentivised.

Enhancing transparency, accountability and local democracy

- Consultation and community engagement
As more and more powers are being stripped from local councils – in keeping with
the demands of the developer lobby– community input into strategic planning has
never been more important. Local communities need to be empowered to determine
priorities for land use and development controls.

- Complying development and private certification
The privatisation of planning approval and complying developments allows
developers to handpick the authority to approve their buildings. Certification needs to
be returned to local government and the wide spread use of complying development
must be curtailed.

- Ensuring fair developer contributions
NSW should adopt the Australian Capital Territory government’s model of levying
75% of the land value up lift created by rezoning decisions. Sharing that wealth –
estimated to be $8.2 billion per year – means more basic infrastructure like parks,
schools and libraries.

Building liveability and community into our neighbourhoods

- Active transport
Communities need walkable and cycle-friendly streets and roadways to ensure we
can all get around without having to get in a car and pay a toll. Traffic management
plans must include establishing new bike lanes, reducing speed limits and
introducing traffic calming measures on local streets.

- Parks, playgrounds and open space
Open green space within walking distance from home is key to an active, healthy
lifestyle. Adequate land must be set aside aside for parkland when re-zoning areas or
otherwise permitting large scale increases in density. Parks must include a range of
facilities to encourage active recreation by people of all ages. Every children’s’ play
area must have a shade sail and water fountain or bubbler, and should have suitable
rest areas and toilets.

- Greening streets, public spaces and waterways
Greening our streetscapes is one of the easiest ways to reduce heat, encourage
active transport and make our community more liveable. Planning policies must
prioritise the retention of mature trees, particularly in built-up urban areas. Tree
canopy targets must be increased and permeable ground surfaces retained wherever
possible to allow rainwater absorption instead of run-off into stormwater drains.
Policies should focus on efforts to naturalise and preserve water-courses, waterways
and wetlands.
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- Affordable Housing
Everyone needs a safe, affordable place to call home. Simply delivering more
developments won’t fundamentally reduce housing prices. We must stop the sell-off
of public land and focus on building social and affordable housing.

- Universal housing design
Everyone needs a home that is safe, comfortable, and meets their needs in any life
circumstance. But new homes are not always designed for people with a disability,
and can be hard to adapt when a person’s needs change. Councils must insist on the
highest possible accessibility requirements for new residential development,
including strict adherence to the Liveable Housing Design Guidelines and a
commitment to apply the Gold Standard.

Celebrating Heritage

- Celebrate and respect First Nations’ culture
After 230 years of dispossession and desecration, enough is enough – First Nations’
heritage must be celebrated and protected. Sites that are culturally significant to First
Nations peoples must be assessed with the presumption of retention of the site.
There can be no exemptions and no exceptions.

- Proactive research and new inclusions
Rigorous, continuous research into the history and heritage of a place should be
properly resourced to identify important built forms as well as natural, cultural and
socially significant items, sites and zones. This must be conducted with genuine
input from local communities, taking guidance and advice from subject matter
experts.

- Protecting what’s there
Once the heritage significance of items and areas have been identified we must
ensure they are properly cared for. Whether sites are owned by government agencies
or private entities, heritage registers must be kept up to date along with maintenance
logs and assessment of ongoing conservation needs, so that ongoing upkeep can be
properly recorded, planned for and resourced.

Prepared by Jamie Parker MP
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